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Ideal for avid DIY-ers looking to try something new, this in-depth guide turns beginning garment

sewers into fashion designers! Thirteen-year-old clothing designer Angela Lan of Lovespunk.com

teaches 12-16 year olds to design their own wardrobe from 6 classic looksâ€”then shows them how

to alter patterns for a completely different style! A skill-building approach to garment-sewing basics,

like choosing the right fabric and installing zippers, makes for a professional, store-bought finish

every time.
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OOTD stands for outfit of the day and this book will help you to make the clothes you want. You'll

discover the basics of sewing, 6 patterns and skill building. This book is ideal for teens, the sizes are

small in my opinion for today's market. The smallest bust size is 28â€³ (70cm), the largest size is

bust 36â€³ (90cm). However you will learn how to customize, resize and more. patterns include tops,

skirts, dresses and trousers for everyday casual wear. Instructions are clear and there are good

photos throughout. (yarnsandfabrics.co.uk, 4/22/16)OOTD is fashion-blog-speak for Outfit of the

Day. Fourteen-year-old fashion designer Angela Lan of lovespunk.com teaches 12- to 16-year-olds

how to design their own wardrobes from six classic looks. This in-depth guide shares



garment-sewing basics, from choosing the right fabric to installing zippers, for a professional

store-bought finish. Encouraging girls to find and sew their perfect style, Angela helps readers build

their skills through six versatile clothing patterns and four altered fashions to show how easy it is to

change up basic pieces for a totally different look. (Notions, Summer 2016)

Angela Lan is a teen fashion designer and lifestyle blogger. Self-taught, she is an artsy girl who

wants to pursue a career in design and start her own clothing brand. lovespunk.com

I bought this to help my girls sew their own clothes this summer and they wanted more fashionable

things... however, this book doesn't really break it down or provide a lot of simpler projects...

truthfully it's too hard for them to work through on their own and I will have to just teach them... in

which case, any of my "adult" sewing books would have worked just as well. I respect the author's

effort here though and she has put together a very good book if you don't have other sewing books

already ... and this will definitely get teen girls interested in sewing, but... I wish I had a better idea of

the book before ordering, because it really isn't broken down to standard/very easy/beginner kid

level. It just seems like a standard sewing book with teen models.

This is a really cute and informative book, but it's pretty advanced for a teenager with no sewing

experience. However, there are some kids that are super adventurous and don't let fear of the

unknown hold them back. Those type of kids will LOVE this book.

I gave this a 4 since I am not a teenager but I wanted to use Angela methods, not necessarily her

garments.

This books is so good. For a beginner helps a lot.

Wonderful starting guide. Worth purchasing!

This book was everything I had hoped it would be and more. It was a birthday gift for my now ten

year old daughter. It is full of everything a person needs to know to get started making clothes. My

daughter dove right in and couldn't wait to get started. She loves it!! As a side note, in my search for

the book at a local store the lady helping me liked what she saw so much she ordered the book for

her shop.



This is a great book for anyone who may feel intimidated about sewing and styling their own

wardrobe. Thoughtful and well-written especially from a 14-year-old designer. Everything is laid out

clearly and easy to follow. Great step-by-step instructions with helpful tips. Lots of details and good

pictures. Love this book! Several nice projects that I would like to make. Highly recommend this

book!

A very good read. Angela has nailed it in writing a comprehensive sewing book for teenage people.

Her writing style is fun, lighthearted and perfect to that age group. She does very good job of

covering all the basics of sewing well, while encouraging her audience to not be afraid to venture

out and make their own designs.
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